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A customer stands in front of a shelf full of Nollywood movies in a shop at Idumota market in Lagos. — AFP photos

A worker checks materials in a former cinema in Tulkarm, in the Israeli-occupied West Bank. — Reuters photos

A man passes by Nigerian movie billboards at a cinema in Lagos.

W
ith its alliances and betrayals, crimes and
cash, and even a dash of witchcraft, the the-
atrical twists of Nigeria’s politics are inspir-

ing directors from the country’s Nollywood movie indus-
try. The saga surrounding Nigeria’s recent election,
delayed for a week just hours before voting started, has
film-makers convinced they may have hit movie gold.
Nigerians watched as their election delivered all the ingre-
dients of a thriller, including charges of vote card fiddling,
armored cars filled with cash delivered to politicians’
homes, and even arrests of opponents by the secret
police-all in the space of one week.

“I can do 100 movies based on Nigerian politics,” said
local director Ike Nnaebue. “There is too much drama
going on (...) and I believe that, as story tellers, it’s our
responsibility to start the conversation and begin to start
changes.” With 190 million people in Nigeria and a grow-
ing wider audience on the African continent and among
Nigeria’s diaspora, Nollywood has become the world’s
second-largest cinema business after India’s Bollywood in
terms of the number of films the industry pumps out.

And juicy local politics is increasingly a theme. In “Dr
Mekan”, a satire released in 2018, Nnaebue tells the tale of
the rise of a “repat”, a Nigerian who grew up or lived
abroad for a long time and who returned to live in Nigeria,
often disconnected from reality. “As soon as he comes
back from the States, he has fantastic ideas of how to run
his state, and wants to become governor of Anambra. He
has good intentions, but he doesn’t understand how things
are being done in Nigeria,” the director said.

In one key scene the candidate makes an ambitious
election promise to improve agriculture and develop local

rice cultivation. The crowd applaud but a rumor runs
through the crowd that his rival is offering food handouts
at his rally and the spectators run off to get their free bags
of rice-imported from China. In another scene, the candi-
date’s campaign team is busy handing out cash to the
crowd, while Mekan himself shouts at young people
“Money will destroy you!”

“In this movie, we laugh at us. It’s a critic of the foolish-
ness of the politicians and of the people,” the director said.
“We need to start asking ourselves what is wrong in our
country and change it. Cinema is a tool for it.” President
Muhammadu Buhari was re-elected last month after the
delayed poll that angered voters. It was the second ballot
box victory for Buhari, a one-time military ruler who was
first elected in 2015 to lead Africa’s top oil producer.

The Godfathers 
A sense for change also motivated Mike-Steve Adeleye

to write the screenplay of his latest film, “Code Wilo”, pre-
viewed in Lagos early March. Adeleye did not choose
humor, but action to criticize what Nigerian politics has
become, and especially the idea of political “Godfathers”
who bless or destroy aspiring candidates. In his new film, a
Nigerian ruling party’s sponsor announces that his daugh-
ter will be the candidate for the next state governor, with-
out even consulting his political base or the voters.
“Citizens are spectators. They are just watching politics,
and they have no word to say on the scenario. It’s already
written. We are just here to see who will be elected,”
Adeleye said.

In “Code Wilo”, the young candidate and adored
daughter of the “godfather” is kidnapped for ransom. “I’m

hoping that when politicians see the end of the film, they
will get scared. I hope it will haunt them and then they will
start thinking about what they are doing to us,” the direc-
tor said Nigeria is a cultural heavyweight in Africa, leading
in film and music. But it has long been confined mostly to
just entertainment.

But recently, artists such as rappers M.I. or Falz are
touring the country to educate young people to vote and
to hold their leaders accountable. That message is far from
the usual music video clips of champagne, pools or luxury

cars.  Ideas may be starting to change little by little on the
music scene, but in the cinema “Nollywood is still mainly
focused on business. It’s all about bling bling and plastic
life,” Adeleye said. “But we can’t keep going like this.
Elections after elections, it’s getting worse, and it’s more
depressing. As Africans we have stories to tell, stories that
can have an impact and make our society better.” — AFP

With cash, crime and drama, Nigeria politics inspire movie makers

A street clothing seller passes by two movie vendor stands at Idumota market in Lagos.

Posters of classic movies are scattered
on the upper floor of Abdel-Rahim
Hanoun’s wedding hall, signs of the

building’s past life as one of the few cine-
mas in the West Bank. Hanoun’s father built
the movie house in 1965 in the Palestinian
city of Tulkarm, two years before the West
Bank was captured by Israel in a Middle
East war. It closed down after a Palestinian
uprising against Israeli occupation erupted
in 1987 and reopened temporarily in 1994
with the signing of an interim peace
accord. Hanoun, 60, then turned the movie
theatre into Al-Andalus Cinema and
Wedding Hall, keeping now-disused pro-
jectors and rolls of film on the top floor,

which wedding guests often ask to see.
Posters on the floor are printed with the

Hebrew names of Indian and Chinese
movies. Hanoun used to buy foreign films
from Israel and Arabic movies from Jordan.
“Just as the cinema was one of the first in
the West Bank, I was the first to have a
wedding hall where people hold their par-
ties,” said Hanoun. “There are many people
who never watched a movie inside a cine-
ma and some who yearn for the old days.”
There are currently four cinemas in the
West Bank. “I hope I can operate the cine-
ma again, but I can’t afford it financially
now,” Hanoun said. —Reuters

Palestinian wedding hall preserves 
treasures of its cinematic past

Outcry over
Saudi funding
plan for Milan’s
La Scala

Aproposal to use 15 million euros in
Saudi Arabian government funds
for Milan’s La Scala opera house

came under fire yesterday because of
anger over the murder of Saudi journalist
Jamal Khashoggi. The October killing of
the Washington Post contributor in Saudi
Arabia’s consulate in Istanbul sparked
international outrage. Riyadh denies any
involvement and says the killing was car-
ried out by rogue agents. In an interview
yesterday in La Repubblica newspaper,
La Scala director Alexander Pereira con-
firmed the historic theatre has negotiat-
ed a financing deal with the Saudi cul-
ture ministry.

Pereira said the proposal was for a
partnership of at least five years to raise
three million euros a year. He said talks
with Saudi officials were suggested by
people close to regional Lombardy
region president Attilio Fontana, a mem-
ber of Italian Deputy Prime Minister
Matteo Salvini’s nationalist League par-

ty.  In December, at the start of the new
La Scala season, Italian Culture Minister
Alberto Bonisoli met with his Saudi
counterpart, Prince Badr bin Abdullah.

The Saudi minister might join the
prestigious opera house’s board, accord-
ing to widespread Italian media reports.
The talks came under fire from opposi-
tion leaders.  “The idea that the Saudis
will come into La Scala is a slap in the
face for Milan over human rights,” said
Antonio Panzeri, a European lawmaker
from the main opposition Democratic
Party.

“I understand the need to find funds,
but we absolutely cannot allow one of
the most prestigious symbols of Milan to
collaborate with those who trample on
rights and freedom every day in their
own country.” Forza Italia party lawmak-
er Maurizio Gasparri said the govern-
ment has a duty to defend the “history
and identity of La Scala”, asking Bonisoli
to clarify the government’s position.
Theater director Pereira said he had fol-
lowed the Khashoggi case “with dread”
and was aware of the “despotic” nature
of the Saudi regime. But he said he was
convinced of the “positive force of
music”. “Prince Badr is very deter-
mined,” he said. “He could finance the
Scala privately or redirect his proposal
elsewhere.” — AFP

Anude drawing that bears a striking
resemblance to the “Mona Lisa” was
done in Leonardo da Vinci’s studio

and may be the work of the master himself, a
French museum said Monday. Experts at the
Louvre in Paris, where the world’s biggest
collection of Leonardo’s work is held, have
been examining a charcoal drawing known as
the “Monna Vanna” which has long been
attributed to the Renaissance painter’s studio.
But the charcoal preparatory work for a
painting of a semi-nude woman, held at the
Conde Museum at Chantilly north of Paris,
may now have to be reclassified.

“There is a very strong possibility that
Leonardo did most of the drawing,” Mathieu
Deldicque, a curator at the Paris museum,
told AFP. “It is a work of very great quality
done by a great artist,” added Deldicque,
who initiated a investigation over several
months by historians and scientific special-
ists at the renowned C2RMF laboratory
under the Louvre. The large drawing has
been held since 1862 in the huge collection
of Renaissance art at the Conde Museum,
once the home of one of France’s oldest
noble families.

“It is almost certainly a preparatory work
for an oil painting,” Deldicque said, with the

hands and body almost identical to the
“Mona Lisa”, Leonardo’s inscrutable master-
piece which hangs in the Louvre.

Exceptional artist 
Microscopic examinations have shown

that it was drawn from the top left towards
the bottom right, the curator said-which
points to a left-handed artist. Leonardo, who
died in France in 1519, is the most famous left-
handed painter in history. The drawing will be
shown at a special exhibition at Chantilly later
this year to mark the 500th anniversary of the
death of the artistic genius, who was born in
the Medici-ruled Republic of Florence in
1452. Louvre conservation expert Bruno
Mottin had earlier confirmed that the work
dated from Leonardo’s lifetime.

But he was thrown by “hatching on the top
of the drawing near the head done by a right-
handed person”.  Since then “we have discov-
ered lots of new elements”, Deldicque said,
most notably “left-handed charcoal marks
pretty much everywhere”. Tests had already
revealed that the drawing on paper, using
Leonard’s beloved “sfumato” technique, was
not a mere copy of a lost original. —AFP

Nude ‘Mona Lisa’ may be
by Leonardo, say experts


